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Lecture 2 
OverviewTopics:

 Does Light Travel in a Straight Line – Rationale via Geometry and Maxwell’s Equations to 

provide the Plane wave solution – Harmonic wave mathematical representation in space and 

time. Concept of Spatial Frequencies via Angled Rays.

 What is a light wave’s spatial and temporal coherence (visual example of soldiers) and how 

can one engineer/modify it.

 Temporal Coherence is a measure of the wave’s relative phase stability between two points 

along its travel axis

 Spatial Coherence is a measure of the wave’s relative phase stability between two points on 

the wave’s propagating wavefront.

 (Temporal) Coherence Time of a light source is approximately equal to the inverse of the 

optical spectral Bandwidth. Coherence time can be measured by time delaying one beam 

compared to the other beam and interfering them to continue to achieve interference. The 

maximum time delay gives the coherence time. One can use a moving mirror with fixed 

mirror two separate path (Michelson) interferometer.

 Spatial coherence distance is the maximum distance between two points of light transverse 

to the beam propagation such that the two points of light have a fixed relative optical phase 

shift. The Young’s double slit interferometer with one slit moving can be used to measure 

spatial coherence length.

 What is diffraction, why does it take place, and how is it physically shown. 
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Does Light Travel in a Straight Line?

The answer is basically yes, and this scientific fact has been known as one of the 
fundamental properties of light or more generally for all electromagnetic (EM) waves.

Why does light travel in a straight line?

Light of a single optical frequency, a
pure tone, like a pure colour, will
naturally produce propagation in a
straight line.

A PROOF VIA GEOMETRY
& PHASE (HARMONIC) 
FUNCTION
MATHEMATICS
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Proof via the Wave Equation Provided via Maxwell’s Equations

Maxwell’s equations, which completely describe EM waves, produce a 
mathematical wave equation representing the flow of EM waves, in which the 
equation’s fundamental solution in a linear isotropic medium (e.g., air, glass) 
with no free charges and currents is a uniform plane-wave function
represented by a sinusoidal function in space and time with  a given 
propagation direction represented by the k-vector or ray of light that is the 
straight line the light path follows.

With the k-vector pointing in the Cartesian z-direction, and the optical 
(electric field) defined to be in the Cartesian x-direction, the uniform plane-
wave function representing the traveling wave/ray of light polarized in the
X-direction is generally written as
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EM Plane Wave Representation and Parameters

where the propagation constant k is:     k = 2p/ln

Eox is the optical field maximum value across the face of the wavefront.

ln in meters is the optical wave’s wavelength in the medium of travel. 

Frequency of wave is f Hz.     Speed of wave in medium v = ln f

E vector x H vector (Poynting Vector) is direction of plane wave

E = v B    ; B is Magnetic Flux Density Magnitude of the EM wave
E and B (or H) fields for plane wave are in phase and use same 
mathematical time-space representations, although polarizations meet
Poynting Vector Criteria

Example  E-field polarized along x direction and traveling along z-direction:
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Wave Equation gives a Uniform Plane Wave Solution Representing
A traveling Light (EM) Wave’s Optical (Electric Field)

Whether we start from the theory of EM waves or basic geometrical principles of 
what represents a wave’s straight-line motion via formation of plane-wave fronts, 
the same basic conclusion is reached that the nature of light as defined within 
today’s ideal mathematical and physical frameworks is such that light travels in a 
straight line.

The real representation of a Uniform plane light wave is:

The complex  representation of a Uniform plane light wave is:

Ex(z,t) = E0x exp [j2pft – kz]= = exp [j2pft]  E0x exp [– jkz] 
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Summary of: Does Light Travel In A Straight Line?
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There are also other Non-Plane Wave Solutions of the 
3-D Wave Equation (via Maxwell’s-Eqns) 

In General Guided Structures (Boundary Conditions Apply) 
As well as in Non-Guided Media (e.g., Air)

For example, in a Cylindrical Geometry EM-wave Waveguide (e.g., Optical Fiber or 
a Hollow Conducting Cylinder Design Microwave  Cable with Conducting Metal 
Boundaries), one can classify 3 types of EM wave solutions in the guide:

• TEM (Transverse Electro-magnetic) wave  (e.g., Uniform Plane Wave)
No E and H in direction of travel. E and H are entire in transverse plane.

• TE (Transverse Electric) wave
Magnetic  Field in direction of propagation. 
No Electric Field in direction of propagation. 
Electric Field in Transverse Plane

• TM (Transverse Magnetic) wave
Electric Field in direction of propagation. 
No Magnetic Field in direction of propagation. 
Magnetic Field in Transverse Plane
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Visualizing Coherence of a Wave

One way to visualize light-wave 
coherence properties is to think of 
marching soldiers viewed through a 
window.

Temporal Coherence is a measure of the 
wave’s relative phase stability between 
two points along its travel axis.

Spatial Coherence is a measure of the 
wave’s relative phase stability between 
two points on the wave’s propagating 
wavefront.
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Visualizing Coherence of a Wave

Ideally, if we wanted to implement perfect 
interference using this soldier wave, we would 
somehow block the soldiers in column 5 to be 
not part of the wave that is sent forward for 
the eventual interference operation in the 
system. This process of wave spatial blocking 
is often called spatial filtering. 

Soldiers from the first row can strongly 
interfere with soldier’s up to the 700th row 
and no farther as only 700 rows in the 1000
Rows of marching soldiers is in sync.

Another way to look at temporal coherence is 
via a time-measured window as the soldiers’ 
marching is a traveling wave with a given 
speed. Once the spatial viewing window is 
selected, the window size in time duration can 
be measured and called a wave coherence 
time indicating for what maximum 
instantaneous time window that the soldiers 
maintain their exceptional synchronization.
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Temporal Coherence and Natural Line Width

Sequence of Single Frequency Harmonic Wave Trains –
i-th Wave Train is of  τi Duration  called the wave train life-time
Each Wave Train restarts with a random phase (Discontinuous Change in Phase)

Coherence time τc = Average Wave Train Life Time =
OR

Coherence Time τi of a source = 
𝟏

𝑵𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒍 𝑾𝒊𝒅𝒕𝒉 𝒐𝒇 𝒂 𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒍 𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒆

𝜏𝑐 =
1

∆𝑣𝑐
∆𝑣𝑐: (Hz) Natural Line Width of a Spectral Line centered at 𝑣0

Coherence length: 𝑙𝑐 𝒍𝒄 = 𝒄𝝉𝒄 =
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Test of Temporal Coherence

Travelling wave at Given Freq v

z = z1
z = z2

φ1: Reference Phase at z = z1
φ2: Reference Phase at z = z2

Measure relative Phase shift φ2 - φ1 along two points in z, and check if it is stable/fixed. 
Gives a stable photo-detected signal.

Temporal Coherence can be measured via Time Delay Interferometer:

z

BS: Beam Splitter

BS
Test Beam

M

M

M: Mirror

Time Delay BS
PD

PD: Photodetector

T = z2 – z1

c
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Incident Beam

Test of Spatial Coherence

d = x2 – x1

Fixed Pinhole

Moving Pinhole
φx1

φx2

d

Measure Relative Phase φx2 – φx1

Measure Spatial Coherence at Aperture across “d” as d varies to see 
where Relative Phase Stays Stable.

PD: Photo-Detector

PD electrical signal
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Thus, spatial coherence of a source is intimately connected to the source-to-observation 
distance. The Sun is a spatially coherent source on Earth but not near the Sun. The Sun also has 
many optical temporal frequencies, but each acts as an independent co-located point source, 
and superposition applies in the observation plane. Many in-line plane waves can be observed 
but with different optical temporal frequencies. Thus, nonsingle frequency optical light (or 
multicolored light) also observes the travel-in-straight-line principle, indeed true for all EM 
waves. Figure 2.2 shows a flowchart indicating the logical steps to this straight-lineprinciple
conclusion. 

Apart from its temporal frequency content description, an optical source can also be described 
by its spatial frequencies content. As shown in Figure 2.1, spatial frequencies can
be defined as the angular spread of a light source. Typically, the on-axis ray is defined from the 
source as a zero spatial-frequency ray with higher-angle rays defined as the higher-positive or –
negative spatial-frequency rays (e.g., positive-numbered rays for above-optical axis and negative-
numbered rays for below axis). 

The angular- or spatial-frequency space is continuous, although for simplicity, it is shown by 
discrete rays and their numbering in Figure 2.2. The laser-optical source is a great example of a 
manmade high temporal coherence (i.e., high temporal-spectral purity or near-pure tone) and 
high spatial coherence (i.e., near plane wave) optical generator. This coherence feature of the 
laser makes it possible to make a near-ideal point-like source of extreme optical power and 
spectral purity, thus making the laser a most powerful building block for many optical systems, 
such as wireless laser communication systems and optical microscopes

Coherence
Complementary slide
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The distance over which this straight-line behavior is observed (i.e., the distance between the two 
observation planes) will depend on the phase stability of the light over the entire spatial region 
defined as the plane-wave-front region (the left side of rectangular box in
Figure 2.1). In essence, the propagating wave front must continue to produce flat equiphase or plane-
wave fronts as it moves between the observation planes. Thus, the spatial coherence properties of 
the light beam are directly connected to how straight and for how long the
beam traveling is in a straight line. 

Coherence here refers to the extent to which the light’s temporal behavior is in-phase (or in-time 
synchronization) with other spatial parts of the wave defined by the observed wave front. All light 
radiation can be mathematically considered as coming from a point or delta function source. A 
practical source, of course, is made of many such point sources. EM diffraction theory stipulates that 
for a given point source to observation plane far-field distance, the presence of a plane-wave front 
can be observed. 

Thus, the spatial shape and size of the optical source and its distance to an observation plane dictates 
how coherent or plane the observed plane-wave front is. Note that a point source in its near field has 
many diverging nonplanar wave fronts, but a point source far enough from an observation plane looks 
like a source of a straight ray or plane wave. 

Coherence
Complementary slide
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You Can Artificially Try To Make A Plane Wave

You can construct a high-resolution 
optical-imaging system, such as a 
microscope, when a white light source 
such as a high-power lamp is spatially 
filtered. 

In this case, mechanically producing 
the point-like source enables high 
spatial resolution microscopy by using 
a tiny pinhole (or slit) in front of the 
rather large (compared to 
wavelength) source, but this of course 
leads to a power-inefficient system 
with a small fraction of light being 
used for microscopy.
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Diffraction

Light traveling in a straight line is a mathematically ideal situation. However, in the 
physical world, light previously traveling in a defined straight line displays light-
bending behavior called diffraction once the light encounters a given physical 
aperture (e.g., window) or boundary, inducing light to make bends in travel versus 
pure straight-line travel for the entire light-beam propagation distance under 
observation (see Figure 2.4). 
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Diffraction

This non-rectilinear propagation behavior was first observed by Italian professor
Francesco Grimaldi (1618–1663). A simple example of this phenomenon is the
graceful beam expansion or spatial spreading of a laser beam in freespace once
launched from a small aperture of the laser cavity. Although the central ray for the
laser can be defined as the straight-line beam, rays, particularly those close to the
aperture, follow a non-straight trajectory, producing the beam-spreading effect.
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Diffraction

• From another point of view, a pure single-tone frequency of an EM wave does 
not exist in the physical world (even the purest color laser cannot be a single 
frequency), and thus one cannot expect a light wave to travel in a straight line 
forever as this would imply that the sinusoidal light signal existed in time 
forever. 

• Thus, diffraction or bending of light is an eventual consequence for a beam of 
light with a defined physical cross-sectional aperture and spectral purity. 

• Given the practical constraints of an optical system, the engineer must decide 
when to engage ray optics and diffraction light theories to approximate the 
designed performance of the optical system.
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